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Objective

Successfully procured gasoline for the entire market during the gasoline shortage caused by 
Hurricane Sandy, while providing optimal support managing and overseeing the security, daily 
routes and schedules to ensure success. Spearheaded Virtual Fleet Board integration, served pilot 
fleet which would later be extended to all fleets and save the company countless hours in vehicle 
downtime.

Skills

Typing, Microsoft Office, Forklift Operator, 10-Key.

Work Experience

Fleet Operations Manager
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2015 
 Received multiple promotions, created lean operational practices to help improve operational 

efficiencies such as all-hands-on deck projects, recalls, audits, state inspections and 
registrations.

 Successfully managed eight Fleet Associates and four Fleet Coordinators, was the fi rst fleet 
to pilot the VFB that was later implemented companywide while handling all accounts 
payables and fleet expenses.

 Oversaw the highly efficient maintenance, repair and cleanliness of a fleet averaging around 
2000 vehicles.

 Maximized budget while maintaining a strong car attribute score, minimized vehicle 
downtime, and repurpose cars to drastically increase utilization &amp; revenue.

 Negotiated and managed tough cleaning, body shop, and repair vendor contracts ensuring 
that the vehicles were properly maintained, repaired and cleaned to meet company standards
at all times.

 Managed and continuously improved fleet operations for optimal financial and operational 
performance as measured by COGS, vehicle up-time, gross margin, member survey scores 
and other key metrics.

 Performed detailed quantitative and qualitative analyses to support strategic and tactical 
decisions that improve performance in the near and long term.

Fleet Operations Manager
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2008 
 Responsible for the operation and overall utilization on the line haul fleet.
 Oversee DOT compliance and reporting as it relates to the fleet Track and maintain all vehicle 

usage, and audit and process all fleet related charges .
 Provide field operations assistance and communication in all fleet related accidents and 

service related issues.
 Managed the inbound &amp; outbound customer &amp; brokered freight, met rate per mile 

and revenue goals, and managed truck drivers daily activity.
 Maintained vehicle inventory based on market needs for fleet operations around the country.
 Tracked and coordinated fleet shipments and movements efficiently.
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 Duties as the fleet operations manager was management of the local drivers, scheduling and 
dispatching of night shuttle drivers, coordinated .

Education

Associate Of Applied Science
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